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Forescout® Risk and 
Exposure Management

Enhance your network security posture with risk-based prioritization

Overwhelmed by rapid asset growth and a widening attack 
surface, cybersecurity teams struggle to contextualize 
information from multiple siloed security tools. Organizations 
need a simplified way to maintain real-time and persistent 
asset intelligence for every device – managed or unmanaged, 
physical or virtual, including operational technology and 
industrial control systems (OT/ICS), Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices and specialty subsets like medical devices.  Without 
this capability, organizations face high operational overhead, 
performance issues, downtime, and risk of security breaches 
due to weakness in their security posture, caused by lack of 
asset intelligence. 

As an existing Forescout customer, you already benefit from 
100% real-time visibility of all devices across your enterprise 
through Forescout eyeSight, and leverage the power of our 
centralized policy engine in Forescout eyeControl for workflow 
automation to help govern your network.

Forescout Risk and Exposure Management is an all-new cloud-
powered solution designed to further enhance your network 
security posture by leveraging the rich, contextual device data 
in your on-prem eyeSight deployment and sharing it with 
the Forescout Cloud Platform. The information will be stored 

in the Forescout Cloud data lake for 90 days for persistent 
visibility and analysis by your security teams. It will also be 
correlated in the cloud to calculate a unique multifactor 
risk score for each device. Rather than focusing on a single 
viewpoint, the Forescout Risk score quantifies risk factors 
across configuration, function and behavior to help provide a 
true picture of the exposure gaps in your attack surface.
 
Risk-based prioritization can be used to:

 ▶ Drive remediation and response policy actions through 
eyeControl

 ▶ Help prove a reduction in security risk posture

 ▶ Help you better align to your compliance framework
 
Combining real-time and persistent device context in the 
Forescout Cloud will also enhance operational efficiencies.  
With the expanded availability of asset intelligence, you’re 
able to track configuration changes over time and their 
impact on risk posture. This increased awareness can then 
be used for both proactive risk remediation and reactive 
incident investigation. The result? Streamlined design 
and implementation of security frameworks and reduced 
operational overhead of attack surface management.
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Enhance asset management
Identifying new assets and auditing their configuration to 
keep your asset inventory up-to-date doesn’t have to be time 
intensive. The Forescout Device Cloud is one of the world’s largest 
repositories of connected enterprise device data, containing  
39+ billion data points from 18+ million devices. It provides  
an accurate classification system for both managed and 
unmanaged assets. 

 ▶ Classify and  inventory all connected assets automatically,  
and retain their state information for 90 days.

 ▶ Ensure all IP-connected devices across your network are found 
without using agents – and without causing disruption to 
business operations. 

 ▶ Track configuration changes and fluctuations in security 
posture across your entire attack surface using both real-time 
and persistent asset intelligence – continuously as devices 
connect and throughout their lifecycle, to power business 
processes and drive digital transformation.

Business value and outcomes

 ▶ Reduced risk of a breach or incident due  
to visibility gaps, weaknesses in your  
attack surface and exposed vulnerabilities 
in both managed and unmanaged assets

 ▶ Proactive risk remediation and reactive 
incident investigation fueled by the rich 
contextual information stored in the 
Forescout Cloud data lake

 ▶ Streamlined design and implementation  
of your security framework

 ▶ Reduced operational overhead for attack 
surface management

Real-time and persistent asset context and security risk score
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Identify exposure and quantify risk
Safeguard your network by first understanding the attack surface and then considering the unique, multifactor risk score 
calculated for each asset based on configuration, function and behavior that helps quantify Its exposure and risk posture.

 ▶ Understand the unique configuration requirements of each asset to identify its exposure and the exploitability of its 
vulnerabilities – combine information from the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and Exploit 
Prediction Scoring System (EPSS) – to pinpoint which assets need remediation.

 ▶ Determine device criticality as a key factor for function to provide additional context (such as FDA class and recall 
information for medical devices).

 ▶ Track configuration and behavior changes for each asset to detect anomalies that may increase risk of compromise,  
such as internet exposure.

Increase operational efficiency
Forescout Risk and Exposure Management helps reduce operational overhead by leveraging rich, real-time and persistent 
contextual device data to accelerate incident investigation and root cause analysis.

 ▶ Proactively identify high-risk assets and exposure gaps to formulate and then automate remediation processes.

 ▶ Analyze your return on investment for third-party security tools by tracking the effectiveness of your security measures  
and tools, and their ability to reduce your security risk.
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Benefits and Use Cases

Cybersecurity asset management
Discover and classify every device across any environment (90 
days retention) to help IT security teams leverage asset context 
and status trends to streamline their operations.

Asset risk intelligence
Gain situational awareness of cybersecurity risk posture based on 
exposure from vulnerabilities and misconfiguration with a unique 
multifactor risk score.

Accelerated incident response
Leverage historical asset context to aid analysts’ proactive 
investigation of risks and reactive response to incidents and 
events to help minimize the blast radius and reduce mean-time-
to-resolution (MTTR).

Enhanced IoT security
Leverage high-fidelity IoT classification through non-disruptive, 
passive discovery techniques for deployment flexibility, with real-
time identification of xIoT vulnerabilities to help security teams 
understand the attack surface and prioritize response actions.

Medical device security
Clear and concise risk assessment of each connected medical 
device based on known exposures, attack potential and 
operational criticality, with insights into FDA class and recall status, 
to help ensure security without impacting patient care.

Why Forescout?
Unlike other security solutions that 

fail to deliver real-time, actionable 

asset intelligence and cannot assess 

compliance without installing an agent, 

our solution offers diverse discovery 

techniques that provide complete asset 

visibility and agentless assessment.

Forescout’s Risk and Exposure Management 

solution is a comprehensive asset 

intelligence tool that provides the foundation 

for understanding the security posture of 

your attack surface and yields a greater 

return on investment across your security 

ecosystem, by tracking the effectiveness 

of response actions to reduce your risk 

posture and exposure state, through 

an automated risk-based remediation 

approach to your asset vulnerabilities.

http://www.forescout.com
http://www.forescout.com/company/legal/intellectual-property-patents-trademarks

